ABSTRACT Chromosomal rearrangements can shape the structure of genetic variation in the genome directly through alteration of genes at breakpoints or indirectly by holding combinations of genetic variants together due to reduced recombination. The third chromosome of Drosophila pseudoobscura is a model system to test hypotheses about how rearrangements are established in populations because its third chromosome is polymorphic for .30 gene arrangements that were generated by a series of overlapping inversion mutations. Circumstantial evidence has suggested that these gene arrangements are selected. Despite the expected homogenizing effects of extensive gene flow, the frequencies of arrangements form gradients or clines in nature, which have been stable since the system was first described .80 years ago. Furthermore, multiple arrangements exist at appreciable frequencies across several ecological niches providing the opportunity for heterokaryotypes to form. In this study, we tested whether genes are differentially expressed among chromosome arrangements in first instar larvae, adult females and males. In addition, we asked whether transcriptional patterns in heterokaryotypes are dominant, semidominant, overdominant, or underdominant. We find evidence for a significant abundance of differentially expressed genes across the inverted regions of the third chromosome, including an enrichment of genes involved in sensory perception for males. We find the majority of loci show additivity in heterokaryotypes. Our results suggest that multiple genes have expression differences among arrangements that were either captured by the original inversion mutation or accumulated after it reached polymorphic frequencies, providing a potential source of genetic variation for selection to act upon. These data suggest that the inversions are favored because of their indirect effect of recombination suppression that has held different combinations of differentially expressed genes together in the various gene arrangement backgrounds.
M
ODIFIERS reducing rates of recombination are likely to play an important role in evolution when a species is adapting to a heterogenous environment (Otto and Barton 2001) . When a species encounters a heterogeneous environment, positive modifiers of recombination may initially be favored to generate many different gene combinations as a way to best adapt to the novel habitat. The problem then becomes how to preserve these adaptive combinations once good solutions are found. Negative modifiers of recombination will be favored if they capture adaptive combinations of genes in linkage disequilibrium that provide higher fitness in the new niche (Feldman 1972; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1973; Charlesworth 1974) . Inversion mutations are a type of negative recombination modifier that could allow an organism to hold associations between beneficial combinations of genes together.
Inversions are a class of structural mutation where the order of genes within a chromosomal segment is reversed. Not only do chromosomal inversions modify gene order, but they suppress recombination in heterokaryotypes (Dobzhansky and Epling 1944; Levine and Levine 1954; Levine 1956) , and have been shown to change levels of expression of genes that flank the breakpoints (Puig et al. 2004) . Since their initial discovery nearly a century ago in Drosophila melanogaster, inversions have been implicated in such evolutionary processes as adaptation, disease susceptibility, sex chromosome evolution, and speciation (Sturtevant 1921; Hartl 1975; Lahn and Page 1999; Noor et al. 2001; Stefansson et al. 2005; Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Evans et al. 2007) . Numerous fixed inversion differences have been detected among homologous chromosomes from different species, including members of the Drosophila genus and between humans and chimpanzees (Carson and Yoon 1982; Wasserman 1982; Feuk et al. 2005; Bhutkar et al. 2008; Kirkpatrick 2010) . Furthermore, chromosomal inversions are also polymorphic within species, including humans (Sperlich and Pfriem 1986; Andolfatto et al. 2001; Bansal et al. 2007) . Despite their ubiquity in nature, the evolutionary factors influencing the origin, spread, and maintenance of inversions in populations are not well understood.
The third chromosome (Muller element C) ) of D. pseudoobscura offers an ideal system to test hypotheses regarding the evolutionary forces responsible for the establishment and maintenance of inversions in natural populations. This chromosome is polymorphic for .30 naturally occurring gene arrangements that were generated by a series of overlapping inversion mutations (Dobzhansky and Queal 1938; Dobzhansky and Sturtevant 1938; Dobzhansky 1944) . Circumstantial evidence has suggested that inversions are adaptive. The relative frequencies of arrangements in D. pseudoobscura populations form a stable east-to-west cline across the American Southwest (Dobzhansky 1944; Anderson et al. 1991; Schaeffer and Miller 1992) where the frequency shifts coincide with major climatic and geographic differences that fall into one of six ecological niches (Lobeck 1950; Schaeffer 2008) . Niches are found to be either polymorphic or monomorphic for gene arrangements (Figure 1 ). For example in niche 1, three gene arrangements dominate the westernmost region of California. In niche 4, however, one chromosome type is near fixation in the Four Corners region of the Colorado Plateau. In the eastern niche 6, two arrangements are frequent in western Texas. The cline has been stable since the 1940s despite sufficient gene flow to homogenize frequencies among populations (Anderson et al. 1991; Schaeffer and Miller 1992) . Previous studies have provided evidence of extensive migration and low genetic differentiation across the genome, with the exception of the inverted regions (Riley et al. 1989; Kovacevic and Schaeffer 2000; Schaeffer et al. 2003) . Furthermore, population structure is not observed on Muller C within arrangements (Schaeffer et al. 2003) . Additional evidence for selection includes seasonal cycling of arrangements, altitudinal gradients of inversion frequencies, and laboratory demonstration of nontrivial equilibria in population cage experiments (Dobzhansky 1948a,b) . It is therefore hypothesized that selection has acted on these inversion mutations, but it is not clear if selection acted to establish the different arrangements in populations and what numbers of genes might be involved (Schaeffer et al. 2003) .
Several mechanisms have been proposed for how inversion mutations are established in populations (Kirkpatrick and Barton,2006) . Inversions could generate selectable variation at the inversion breakpoints either because genes are disrupted or expression of genes at the boundary of the breaks could be altered, i.e., direct or position effects (Sperlich and Pfriem 1986; Puig et al. 2004) . Meiotic drive of duplication and deficiency recombinant chromosomes has also been suggested as a direct effect of inversions (Novitski 1951) . Inversions could be beneficial in their roles as negative modifiers of recombination because they capture: (1) sets of genes free of recessive lethal mutations (Nei et al. 1967; Ohta 1968) , (2) sets of epistatically interacting genes (Dobzhansky 1950) , or (3) sets of genes involved in local adaptation (Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006) . An inversion could be established if it hitchhikes with a selectively sweeping gene (Smith and Haigh 1974) . Finally, inversions may not be selected at all and increase in frequency via random genetic drift (Lande 1984) . These potential evolutionary mechanisms are not mutually exclusive.
If selection plays a role in adaptation of the inversions, then amino acid variation in proteins, differential gene expression, or variation in nonprotein coding genes are the likely types of genetic diversity it has acted upon. This study will test whether strains that carry different inversions show evidence of differential gene expression. Differences in levels of gene transcription can contribute to phenotypic variability within a species (Fay et al. 2004; Gilad et al. 2006; Choi and Kim 2007; Hoffman and Goodisman 2007) . For example, several recent studies in the Drosophila genus have associated adaptive phenotypes and traits with changes in gene expression (Chen et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2015) . It is possible selection has acted on adaptive transcriptional variation at multiple loci, which was captured by the inversions and differences in gene expression that contribute to phenotypic and fitness variability between arrangements.
Populations of D. pseudoobscura show evidence of panmixia and the formation of homokaryotypes and heterokaryotypes occur at frequencies expected under Hardy-Weinberg (Dobzhansky 1944; Schaeffer 2008) . Because multiple arrangements are found in most niches, heterokaryotypes can form at appreciable frequencies. Several models have been proposed to explain this stable equilibrium (Anderson et al. 1991; Schaeffer et al. 2003) and formation of heterokaryotypes, including selection for coadapted gene complexes, local adaptation with associative overdominance against recessive deleterious mutations, and epistatic selection across heterogeneous environments (Dobzhansky and Levene 1951; Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Schaeffer 2008) . If overdominant selection targets transcriptional variation, differences in gene expression between the heterokaryotype and either parental homokaryotic arrangement background are expected. Selection for heterokaryotypes could occur through epistatic selection if the expression levels of genes have higher fitness when they are heterozygous and reduced fitness when recombination shuffles transcriptional variation among arrangements and breaks apart long-range associations (Otto and Barton 2001; Schaeffer 2008) .
To investigate potential mechanisms that maintain frequencies of third chromosome gene arrangements in D. pseudoobscura, we used next-generation sequencing technologies to quantify gene expression in third chromosome homo-and heterokaryotypes. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was performed on homokaryotypes of six of the most common third chromosome arrangements: Arrowhead (AR), Chiricahua (CH), Pikes Peak (PP), Cuernavaca (CU), Standard (ST) and Tree Line (TL). RNA-seq was similarly performed for commonly occurring heterokaryotypes of arrangements in the six southwestern niches that D. pseudoobscura occupies: AR/ST, AR/CH, ST/CH, AR/PP, and AR/AR (control). Differential gene expression between karyotypes was tested across three different life stages: adult male, adult female, and first instar larvae. First instar larvae were included under the hypothesis that they may face greater challenges to viability than other life stages (Schaeffer 2008) . While adults can move freely across large distances, first instar larvae are essentially confined to the immediate location where they hatch and may have to survive under random environmental conditions. Selection might therefore be expected to act very strongly on such traits as the ability to find food, avoid desiccation, and grow quickly. Furthermore, we characterize the mode of inheritance of gene expression (dominant, overdominant, underdominant, or additive) for the heterokaryotic crosses to investigate the mechanisms maintaining their formation. Our results demonstrate that chromosomal rearrangements have captured sets of genes that differ in their expression levels and suggest that gene expression is a potential target for selection on gene arrangements. (Dobzhansky and Queal 1938) . The Lobe balancer carries the dominant marker Lobe eyes, which is on a Santa Cruz background and was used to make non-Santa Cruz chromosomes homozygous. The Blade balancer carries the Blade wings, which is on an Arrowhead arrangement and was used to make non-Arrowhead chromosomes homozygous. After balancer crosses were completed, the gene arrangement of each isochromosomal strain was diagnosed with preparations of the larval salivary gland polytene chromosomes (Painter 1934) . Santa Cruz strains from Lobe crosses and Arrowhead strains from Blade crosses were discarded. The third chromosome (Muller C) gene arrangements carried by these isochromosomal strains were either Arrowhead (AR), Chiricahua (CH), Pikes Peak (PP), Cuernavaca (CU), Standard (ST), or Tree Line (TL) ( Table 1; Powell 1992) . Chromosome arms XL, XR, 2, 4, and 5 (Muller A, A/D, B, E, and F) are a mixed background from the balancer strain and the wild-type chromosomes from the original isofemale lines. All D. pseudoobscura strains used in this study are available at the Drosophila Species Stock Center (San Diego).
Materials and Methods

Fly strains
RNA collection from homokaryotic flies
We isolated total RNA from three biological replicates of AR, CH, CU, PP, ST, and TL isochromosomal fly strains (Table 1) . Three life stages were collected for each strain: first instar larvae of indeterminate sex, 4-day-old virgin adult females, and 4-day-old virgin adult males. Flies and larvae were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after collection and stored at 280°prior to RNA extraction. Frozen tissues of the same life stage and strain were pooled for RNA extraction, with an average of 668, 20, and 22 individuals pooled per extraction for the larvae, females, and males, respectively. RNA was purified with RNeasy spin columns (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA) following manufacturer's instructions and immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 280°b efore RNA-seq. First instar larvae were harvested from grape agar (Genesee Scientific, San Diego, CA) plates where adult females had laid eggs. Adult males and females were acclimated to grapeagar media within egg laying chambers (Genesee Scientific) for 5 days. Adult flies were then transferred to fresh grapeagar in 4-hr time periods. After adult flies were removed, agar plates were examined under a compound microscope to confirm that eggs had been laid. Larvae were collected after 50 hr by washing the surface of the grape-agar dishes through a fine-mesh sieve using deionized water. After washing, the sieve contained a mixture of larvae and unhatched eggs. Larvae were separated from eggs.
Adult flies were harvested from bottles containing standard cornmeal-agar-molasses food media with yeast. Newly emerging adults were collected after clearing bottles 12-16 hr the night before. Flies were separated by sex and placed on fresh media for 4 days prior to RNA isolation. The bottles used to store these virgin female flies were retained for 2 weeks after fly collection. If larvae were observed in the bottles after this period, flies collected from that bottle were discarded.
RNA collection from heterokaryotic flies
Gene expression was assayed in AR/ST, AR/CH, ST/AR, and AR/PP inversion heterozygotes. For each cross, RNA was collected individually from three technical replicates. These heterokaryotypes were chosen because they were expected to have frequencies .15% in samples collected in 1940 6 2 years in at least one of the six different niches (see figure  1 in Schaeffer 2008) . Recent collections have shown an increase of the TL arrangement (Anderson et al. 1991 ), but we did not include any TL heterozygotes at this time. Reciprocal crosses were performed to generate AR/ST, AR/CH, ST/CH, and AR/PP heterokaryotypes. In addition, two unrelated Arrowhead chromosomes were crossed to generate an AR/AR control ( Table 2 ). The rearing and collection methods for homokaryotypes were identical to those used for the homokaryotic flies, except bottles to collect adult heterokaryotypes were cleared after 20 days to ensure that there would be no contamination from homokaryotypic parents. First instar larvae of indeterminate sex, 4-day-old virgin adult females, and 4-day-old adult male inversion heterozygotes were used to prepare RNA for RNA-seq analysis.
RNA was purified with RNeasy spin columns (QIAGEN) following manufacturer's instructions, and quantified with a NanoDrop 2003 UV-Vis Spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). As genomic imprinting has been detected in Drosophila (Lloyd et al. 1999 ) equimolar quantities of RNA for each reciprocal cross were combined for RNA sequencing.
RNA-seq
Illumina RNA-seq (Wang et al. 2009 ) was performed following standard protocols by the Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center (Houston) on an Illumina HiSequation 2000 sequencing platform. Briefly, poly-A + messenger RNA (mRNA) was extracted from 1 mg total RNA using Oligo(dT)25 Dynabeads (Life Technologies, cat. no. 61002) followed by fragmentation of the mRNA by heat at 94°for 3 min [for samples with RNA Integrity Number (RNI) = 3-6] or 4 min (for samples with RIN of $6.0). First-strand complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized using the Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies, cat. no. 18080-044) and purified using Agencourt RNAClean XP beads (Beckman Coulter, cat. no. A63987). During second-strand cDNA synthesis, deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) mix containing deoxyuridine triphosphate was used to introduce strand specificity. For Illumina paired-end library construction, the resultant cDNA was processed through end repair and A-tailing, ligated with Illumina PE adapters, and then digested with 10 units of uracil-DNA glycosylase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA; cat. no. M0280L). Amplification of the libraries was performed for 13 PCR cycles using the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (New England Biolabs, cat. no. M0531L); 6-bp molecular barcodes were also incorporated during this PCR amplification. These libraries were then purified with Agencourt AMPure XP beads after each enzymatic reaction, and after quantification using the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 DNA Chip 7500 (cat. no. 5067-1506), libraries were pooled in equimolar amounts for sequencing. Sequencing was performed on Illumina HiSeq2000s, generating 100-bp paired-end reads.
Read mapping and statistical tests for differential expression
Paired-end reads were mapped to the D. pseudoobscura reference genome (FlyBase version 3.03) using the subjunc aligner (version 1.4.6) under default parameters (Liao et al. 2013) . Because subjunc soft clips the ends of reads with low-mapping quality (MAPQ) scores, read ends were not trimmed prior to alignment as recommended in the software guidelines. The number of reads mapping to each annotated exon in the reference genome in each resulting BAM file were counted using featureCounts (version 1.4.6), and the counts summarized independently for the different life stages (Liao et al. 2014) . Genes that did not have at least 10 reads mapping in at least three samples were filtered from downstream analyses. Between-lane upper-quartile normalization was performed on the filtered read counts using the R package RUVSeq (Risso et al. 2014) . Such normalization controls for variation between sequencing lanes and RNA samples, which would otherwise confound genuine signals of differential gene expression between gene arrangements. Normalization was performed separately for each life stage, with homokaryotype and heterokaryotypes of the same life stage analyzed together. The RUVs method implemented in RUVSeq performs a factor analysis on a set of negative control genes for which no differential expression is expected between samples where the covariates of interest (i.e., chromosome arrangement) are constant to remove unwanted variation from the data. We used a set of housekeeping genes previously identified by Brown and Bachtrog (2014) (provided by E. Brown, personal communication; Supplemental Material, Table S1 ) as our negative controls. Because the factor analysis is performed for the set of negative controls between control samples, it does not exclude those genes from being detected as differentially expressed between other test samples in the full data set. Furthermore, RUVs has been demonstrated to be robust to the selection of the set of negative control genes (Peixoto et al. 2015) . For our control samples, we used the AR/AR heterokaryotype control cross-replicates and the AR homokaryotypes since transcriptional variation captured by the inversion is expected to be constant between them. Before the normalization step, we first validated this expectation by testing for differential expression between the AR homokaryotypes and AR/AR control cross. With a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 to control for multiple testing (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) , five genes in larvae, zero genes in females, and one gene in males are differentially expressed, none of which are located on Muller C. Using a more stringent FDR cutoff of 0.01, no genes are detected as differentially expressed. Because the two AR homokaryotypes come from different populations, these results also seem to reject a strict interpretation of Dobzhansky's (1950) coadaptation hypothesis. It is, however, possible one of the AR chromosomes could be a recent migrant.
Differential expression was analyzed using the R package edgeR (version 3.10.2) (Robinson et al. 2010) on the normalized read counts. The design matrix for the negative binomial generalized linear model (GLM) was constructed using the first factor of unwanted variation (k = 1) and the covariates of interest, here the chromosome arrangements. Briefly, the GLM takes the form of
where Y is the matrix containing the read counts for each gene, W is the matrix containing the factors of "unwanted variation," X is the matrix containing the covariates of interest, and O is a matrix of offsets estimated through upperquartile normalization. a and b correspond to the parameters for the factors of unwanted variation and covariates of interest (i.e., "treatment effect," here the chromosome arrangement), respectively.
The homokaryotype dataset included three biological replicates for each arrangement (Table 1) . To test for differential expression among the homokaryotypes, a one-way ANOVAlike analysis was performed using the quasi-likelihood F-test implemented in edgeR to provide a more robust control rate for error and variability due to the relatively small sample size of the replicates (Lund et al. 2012 ). We applied a stringent FDR cutoff of 0.01 because the null hypothesis of no differential gene expression across all arrangements can be rejected by differences in one or more groups of six arrangements (A full list of genes is available in Table S2, Table S3 , Each cross was replicated three times for RNA-seq. Table S4, Table S5, Table S6, and Table S7 ). Therefore, there are multiple ways in which the null hypothesis can be rejected for a given gene. We provide a full list of genes detected in the ANOVA-like analysis at a FDR cutoff of 0.05 in Table S8, Table S9, and Table S10 ; however, we only consider genes with a FDR of ,0.01 as significant here. Similar tests were performed in edgeR to detect differential expression between heterokaryotypes and homokaryotype arrangement backgrounds. Here, for each pairwise comparison, we relaxed our FDR cutoff to 0.05 for considering genes as significant because the null hypothesis can only be rejected when differences exist between the two groups tested.
Analysis of genetic variation
From the aligned reads, we called variants using FreeBayes version 0.9.21 (Garrison and Marth 2012) under default parameters, with the exception of setting the ploidy option to 1 for X chromosome mapping scaffolds in males. We filtered out segregating sites with a genotype quality phred score of ,30. To examine the structure of genetic variation in the expression data, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) from the called genotypes in homokaryotypes using the R function prcomp. Only sites that had coverage for all individuals were considered to mitigate the effects of expression level on the analysis.
Classification of expression inheritance in heterokaryotypes
We classified the inheritance patterns of genes identified as differentially expressed with pairwise comparisons of the two homokaryotypes and the corresponding heterokaryotypic cross. Genes were classified as either dominant, underdominant, overdominant, or additive. Following convention (Gibson et al. 2004; McManus et al. 2010; Bougas et al. 2013; Schaefke et al. 2013) , here dominant, overdominant, and underdominant refer to the mode of inheritance, not selection or fitness. These categories of expression patterns were defined similarly to previous studies (McManus et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2013) . Genes that exhibited significant expression differences between homokaryotypes but had intermediate expression levels in the heterokaryotypes state were classified as additive. If expression was significantly greater in the heterokaryotype than either homokaryotype, genes were considered overdominant. Contrarily, if expression was significantly reduced in the heterokaryotype relative to either homokaryotype, the gene was classified as underdominant. If expression was significantly different between the heterokaryotype and only one of the two homokaryotypes, it was classified as dominant. Genes showing evidence of dominant or additive inheritance were further classified by which homokaryotype arrangement had the greater relative level of expression.
Data availability
Fly strains are available upon request. Raw sequencing reads are available from the National Center for Biotechnology Information as a BioProject (PRJNA326536).
Results
Transcriptome sequencing and mapping
An RNA-seq approach was used to quantify gene expression for six D. pseudoobscura third chromosome homokaryotypes (AR, CU, CH, PP, ST, and TL) and four heterokaryotypes (AR/ST, AR/CH, AR/PP, and ST/CH) in three different life forms: first instar larvae, adult females, and adult males. In addition, an AR/AR heterozygote cross between two different Arrowhead chromosomes from two different localities were sequenced for each life stage as a control. In total, 2.3 billion read pairs were generated from larvae, 1.9 billion read pairs from females, and 2.4 billion read pairs from males, resulting in a total of .6 billion paired-end Illumina sequences and between 7 million and 127 million read pairs per individual library. An average of 64.1, 71.6, and 70.6% of reads successfully mapped to annotated features on the D. pseudoobscura reference genome in larvae, females, and males, respectively. After filtering out genes that did not meet the minimum criteria of at least 10 reads being mapped in at least three individuals, 13,819 genes in larvae, 13,362 in females, and 15,438 genes in males were retained for downstream analyses.
Differential expression among third chromosome inversion homokaryotypes
A one-way ANOVA-like analysis was performed to test for differential expression among the six third chromosome arrangement homokaryotypes. Following read normalization in RUVSeq (Figure 2 ), a preliminary PCA and relative logexpression profiling performed in edgeR identified strain CH_MSH202 in larvae and TL_SCI12.2 in males as potential outliers. For each case, the single outlier strains accounted for .10% of the total variation in the entire data set and had significantly higher variance in the relative log-expression profile. These samples were therefore excluded in subsequent differential expression tests.
Significant differences in expression between gene arrangements were detected for 81 genes in larvae, 101 genes in females, and 335 genes in males across the genome (for a full list of differentially expressed genes, see Table S4, Table  S5, and Table S6 ). Of these genes, 23 exhibit differential expression in both males and females and 5 are differentially expressed across all three life stages. The 5 genes differentially expressed across all life stages are located within inverted segments of the third chromosome and have no annotated biological functions. A PCA based on the called genotypes in the RNA-seq reads reveals structure associated with the arrangements for transcripts on Muller C ( Figure  S1A ). However, the PCA provides strong evidence that the structure of genetic variation on non-Muller C chromosomes results from the balancer strain used ( Figure S1B ). Furthermore, it is possible that sections of uncontrolled wild-type chromosomes are present in the lines as a result of our isogenic crossing scheme, which may lead to cis-acting effects on gene expression on non-Muller C chromosomes. Although these differentially expressed genes could be the result of trans-acting elements associated with genetic variation on chromosome 3, there are possible alternative sources of expression differences. As a result, we do not consider genes located on non-Muller C chromosomes for all subsequent analyses. Of the differentially expressed genes, 45 for larvae, 45 for females, and 182 for males are located on chromosome 3.
Gene expression differences among the six gene arrangements suggest that the transcriptional variants are in linkage disequilibrium. We investigated the associations of gene expression variations with individual homokaryotypes using unsupervised hierarchical clustering methods. For each life stage, a matrix was constructed from the log 2 transformed reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) (Mortazavi et al. 2008) obtained from the read counts and lengths of significantly differentially expressed genes. The unsupervised hierarchical clustering (Figure 3 ) is based on Pearson's correlation coefficients for each biological replicate (column) and for each gene (row) in the RPKM matrix. In nearly every case, the biological replicates for each chromosomal arrangement cluster together and the relationship among arrangements tends to recover the accepted molecular and cytogenetic phylogeny (Dobzhansky and Queal 1938; Wallace et al. 2011) . For males, the phylogenetic relationship is generally recovered in the unsupervised clustering, with the exception of CH falling on a node closest to PP. Additionally, a single CU individual groups in between the PP and CH nodes. In females and larvae there are a small number of discrepancies where a single replicate is placed on an internal node leading to a different cluster of arrangement replicates. For larvae, all AR, CH, CU, PP, and ST individuals form monophyletic clusters. A single TL individual falls outside the CH, CU, and TL clusters, which are all derived from the SC arrangement. For females, ST, TL, AR, and PP all form monophyletic clusters. However, two CH and CU individuals cluster together. The recovery of the cytological phylogeny from gene expression data suggests nonrandom association or linkage disequilibrium of transcriptional variation with gene arrangement type.
To test for an enrichment of any particular biological functions within each set of differentially expressed genes, we performed a gene ontology (GO) analysis using the Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) software under default parameters (Huang et al. 2008) . We note that not all D. pseudoobscura genes are annotated and DAVID may contain incomplete published pathway interactions, so the reported results may be an underrepresentation of the true biological enrichment (Wadi et al. 2016) . In males, genes involved in sensory perception are significantly overrepresented after correcting for multiple testing [q , 0.05; Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) corrected; Table 3 ]. Specifically, genes associated with sensory perception of taste (q , 3.4 3 10 23 ) and olfaction (q , 0.048) are significantly enriched. Although differential expression was detected in females and larvae for genes involved in sensory perception, detoxification and cuticle formation, no significant overrepresentation of any gene function was detected for these groups.
Position effects of inversion mutations on gene expression
We tested for significant differential expression of genes located at the boundaries of inversion breakpoints as an indicator of direct physical position effects (Puig et al. 2004) The approximate locations of the inversion breakpoints have previously been inferred from the concordance of the D. pseudoobscura reference sequence with the polytene chromosome map (Richards et al. 2005; Schaeffer et al. 2008, Z. L. Fuller, G. D. Haynes, S. Richards, and S. W. Schaeffer, unpublished data) . Figure 2 Removal of unwanted variation from the RNA-seq data for males (A), females (B), and larvae (C). The boxplots on the left depict the relative log expression (RLE) profiles of each individual for the raw, unnormalized read counts. After removing unwanted variation through normalization between lanes, using 4390 housekeeping genes and between AR replicates, the RLE distributions are centered around zero and similar to one another as expected.
Of the genes immediately adjacent to breakpoints, only GA22082 shows evidence of significantly elevated levels of transcription (FDR , 0.01) for larvae in ST relative to the PP (log 2 fold change: 1.086). This gene is adjacent to the chromosome region containing the proximal hypothetical (HY)-to-ST breakpoint (pHYST) and the distal ST-to-PP breakpoint (dSTPP). The pHYST and dSTPP breakpoints are thought to have occurred independently in the same location in different inversion mutation events (Z. L. Fuller, G. D. Haynes, S. Richard, and S. W. Schaeffer, unpublished data). The ortholog of GA22082 in D. melanogaster (CG9864) has previously been shown to be a member of the major facilitator superfamily and has been identified in phosphate response pathways (Bergwitz et al. 2012) . However, no regulatory regions or enhancer sites are known in the current D. pseudoobscura or D. melanogaster genome annotations. Significant differential gene expression was not detected in any other gene adjacent to the approximate location of inversion breakpoints. With the possible exception of the pHYST/dSTPP breakpoint in larvae, we conclude that inversions can alter gene expression near breakpoints but position effects do not appear to be a general mechanism for generating genetic variation for selection to act (Sperlich and Pfriem 1986) . Our data do not preclude the possibility that gene expression was altered near the inversion breakpoints when the mutation first occurred, yet returned to normal levels in the population through stabilizing selection.
Differential expression between heterokaryotype and homokaryotype arrangements
For each of the Muller C heterokaryotypes, we tested for differential gene expression between the heterokaryotype and both parental homokaryotype backgrounds (for a full list of genes, see Table S11, Table S12, and Table S13 ). In each life stage, the greatest number of differentially expressed genes is found between the two homokaryotic arrangements (Table 4 ). The largest number of differentially expressed genes detected in any of the heterokaryotype-homokaryotype comparisons is found between ST/CH and CH in females with five. Interestingly, differential expression was not detected between ST/CH and the other homokaryotype background (ST) in either males, females, or larvae. There is a significant enrichment (q , 0.012; BH corrected) of seven-transmembrane receptors (7-TMRs) among genes differentially expressed between AR/PP and AR in males. Only one of these 7-TMR genes (GA15816) is also differentially expressed between ST/CH and CH in females. Significant enrichment for biological categories or GO terms was not found for any of the other comparisons between heterokaryotype and homokaryotype arrangement backgrounds.
We performed a one-way ANOVA-like analysis to test for differential expression among the four arrangement heterokaryotypes in each life stage. Significant differential expression was detected for 1 gene in larvae, 0 genes in females, and 17 genes in males. No biological categories or GO terms are significantly enriched for any of the comparisons. Furthermore, unsupervised hierarchical clustering of expression levels could not cluster all biological replicates for a heterokaryotype arrangement together in any case. Therefore, we conclude either that gene expression patterns are similar among the heterokaryotypes included in our study or that we did not have sufficient power to detect major differences. Under both conclusions, it is clear that differences in patterns of gene expression are greater and more pronounced between homozygous chromosome arrangements than between mixed, heterokaryotic backgrounds.
The inheritance of gene expression in heterokaryotypes
The count of genes displaying additive, dominant, overdominant, and underdominant inheritance across the genome among heterokaryotic individuals is summarized in Figure  4 (for a full list of genes, see Table S14, Table S15, and Table  S16 ). Although dominant, overdominant, and underdominant are terms widely used to describe selection or fitness, here they specifically refer to the mode of expression inheritance. We find that genes exhibiting an additive mode of inheritance are overrepresented for males, females, and larvae (P , 0.0001, x 2 ). This abundance of additive inheritance explains the overall lower number of differentially expressed genes detected between heterokaryotypes and homokaryotypes than between the two homokaryotypes. Genes displaying a pattern of underdominant inheritance, where the heterokaryotype is significantly under expressed relative to both homokaryotypes, was not observed in any test. Furthermore, there is a significantly greater proportion of genes displaying an additive mode of inheritance located within nonhomosequential regions in the heterokaryotype ( Figure 5 ).
For all genes showing evidence for an additive mode of inheritance, analysis using DAVID software under default parameters (Huang et al. 2008 ) reported a significant enrichment of GO terms associated with the following categories: sensory perception of chemical stimulus (q , 6.9 3 10 23 ), odorant binding (q , 7.6 3 10 23 ), and glutathione S-transferase activity (q , 1.7 3 10 22 ). Among genes showing evidence for nonadditive effects in the heterokaryotype, analysis in DAVID found a significant enrichment for 7-TMRs associated with chemoreception (q , 1.6 3 10 23 ). All 7-TMR genes displayed a dominant mode of expression inheritance.
Overall, the largest number of genes classified as dominant in heterokaryotypes show expression levels similar to the ST arrangement. ST is ancestral to AR and PP and is believed to be derived from the presumed ancestral D. pseudoobscura arrangement, hypothetical (HY) (Dobzhansky and Epling 1944; Wallace et al. 2011) . Furthermore, ST dominance occurs at a significantly greater frequency than would be expected if it could be inherited from either arrangement with equal probability (P , 0.001, x 2 ). No other chromosome arrangement is significantly overrepresented in dominant expression inheritance. This may provide evidence for recessive deleterious mutations in AR and PP associated with transcription in these genes.
Discussion
Gene expression as a potential target of selection
To investigate the role that chromosome inversions may play in evolutionary processes, we used RNA-seq to ask whether gene expression differs among gene arrangement backgrounds of D pseudoobscura. Changes in gene expression can profoundly affect an organism's physiology, behavior, and fitness, and can therefore provide targets for natural selection to act upon (Gilad et al. 2006) . By directly testing for differential expression, we identify potential candidate gene targets for natural selection that would not otherwise be readily apparent from genomic sequence analysis.
The existence of stable clinal frequencies of D. pseudoobscura third chromosomal arrangements in the face of extensive gene flow suggests that natural selection played a role in both the initial spread of inversion mutations and in maintaining their subsequent frequencies within wild populations (Schaeffer and Miller 1992; Schaeffer et al. 2003) . Inversion mutations may directly alter gene expression by disrupting regulatory regions or modifying the relationship between a gene and its regulatory elements. Inversions can also "capture" gene expression variants at multiple loci and maintain their associations by inhibiting recombination. Here, we have examined differential expression in third chromosome homo-and heterokaryotypes to investigate transcriptional differences that may serve as potential targets of selection that contribute to the stable inversion polymorphism system. On Muller C, we detected significant expression differences in 45 genes for larvae, 45 genes for females, and 181 genes in males. We found one case for gene expression directly affected at the breakpoints of inversion mutations. The gene GA22082, which is adjacent to the reused breakpoint (distal ST to PP/proximal HY to ST) showed elevated expression levels in ST relative to PP in larvae, suggesting that the breakpoint reusage may have played a role in altering the regulation of the gene. Other than this single case, none of the other breakpoints altered gene expression of their adjacent genes, indicating that position effects are not a prominent mechanism in generating potential genetic diversity for selection to act upon. Instead, we find a significant overrepresentation of multiple differentially expressed genes located within inverted segments of the third chromosome relative to the noninverted segments (P , 0.0001 for all life stages). This suggests that if selection is acting to maintain transcriptional differences between arrangements, then it has acted through the indirect effect of suppressed recombination maintaining associations of multiple differentially expressed genes within the inversions.
Suppressed recombination maintains differential expression differences
Previous studies of the inverted segments of the D. pseudobscura third chromosome have demonstrated both suppressed recombination and elevated genetic differentiation between gene arrangements, relative to the noninverted regions (Wallace et al. 2013; Fuller et al. 2014) . Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of gene expression data recapitulates the accepted gene arrangement phylogeny, supporting the hypothesis that multiple transcriptional variants are in linkage disequilibrium with the different inversion types (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1973) . Suppressed recombination allows for a selective advantage of an inversion that captures two or more alleles contributing to local adaptation, regardless of epistatic interactions, because it prevents the exchange of maladaptive alleles between two different locally adapted chromosomes while maintaining a beneficial combination of alleles from escaping an adaptive gene arrangement (Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Kirkpatrick 2010) . Over time, new mutations coupled with natural selection may increase the frequency of additional locally adaptive alleles within the inverted chromosome segment. Under this scenario, it follows that locally adaptive alleles that influence gene expression could lead to significant transcriptional differences between chromosomes. Consistent with selection acting on the indirect effects of suppressed recombination, the proportion of genes exhibiting differential expression between arrangement homokaryotypes for all life stages is significantly greater within inverted segments on the third chromosome than in segments where recombination can proceed freely.
GO analysis gives an indication of which biological functions may be targets of natural selection by identifying biological pathways that are "enriched" with differentially expressed genes. Male homokaryotypes showed by far the greatest enrichment among their differentially expressed genes. On Muller C, enrichment was detected for differentially expressed genes involved with sensory perception, in particular chemoreception (q , 1.1 3 10 24 ) and olfaction (q , 0.042). In females and larvae, we do not find evidence for any overrepresented functional gene categories, although a number of odorant binding genes exhibit differential expression in both these life stages.
The overrepresentation of differentially expressed chemoreception genes among males, along with differential expression of chemoreceptor genes in larvae and females, indicates that chemoreception is a putative target of selection. Chemoreception is essential in insect feeding, reproduction, and predator avoidance, and changes to chemoreception genes can underlie adaptation to environmental shifts (Sánchez-Gracia et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, sensory and chemoreception genes are differentially expressed between high and low latitude populations of D. melanogaster, consistent with a role of selection maintaining transcriptional differences across heterogeneous environments (Zhao et al. 2015) . The chemical environment of D. pseudoobscura no doubt differs greatly between regions, habitats, and seasons, providing ample opportunity for selection to correspondingly favor differing expression of chemosensory genes. The boundaries of the six niches D. pseudoobscura occupies are defined by major climatic and physiogeographic shifts (Lobeck 1950; Schaeffer 2008) . Specific expression patterns of genes involved in odorant and taste reception may confer fitness advantages in particular habitats, and the effects of suppressed recombination mediated by the inversions may hold together these locally adaptive sets of genes. Table 4 Gene expression differences between parental third chromosome homokaryotypes and crossed heterokaryotypes for genes located on the third chromosome Male  6  1  25  3  1  94  0  0  22  9  0  63  Female  1  0  5  0  0  30  0  5  11  0  0  1  Larvae  0  1  1  1  1  17  0  0  30  0  0  10 P1 and P2 represent either of the homokaryotype arrangements. C indicates the heterokaryotype.
Another class of genes that show evidence of differential expression are involved in the limonene and pinene degradation pathway. This includes two cytochrome P450 genes (GA10189 and GA17561 in males) that degrade a-pinene. D. pseudoobscura cooccurs with ponderosa pine in the western United States (Dobzhansky and Epling 1944; Smith 1977) . Levels of a-pinene in ponderosa pine vary clinally with lower levels in California and higher levels in Arizona. These data provide an intriguing link into the ecology of D. pseudoobscura. Despite .80 years of research on the genetics of D. pseudoobscura, the definitive breeding sites for this species have yet to be discovered (Carson 1951) . Although the DAVID analysis does not show enrichment of these genes, our results warrant further study of aspects of ponderosa pine biology to uncover the natural breeding sites for D. pseudoobscura. It is interesting to note that 14 of the 28 genes involved in the limonene and pinene degradation pathway are located on chromosome three, raising the question of whether genes controlling this complex trait are nonrandomly arranged in the genome.
Additive inheritance in heterokaryotypes as a consequence of local adaptation in homokaryotypes
Early studies invoked balancing selection and overdominance to explain the stable equilbria of frequencies of D. pseudoobscura arrangements in nature and the observations from population cage experiments, through a model of coadapted gene complexes (Dobzhansky and Levene 1951; Wallace 1968 ). We find no evidence for significant differential expression between individuals with AR chromosomes derived from different populations (AR/AR control cross) and AR homokaryotypes from any of the populations tested in this study. This result seems to reject the strict interpretation of the coadaptation hypothesis (Dobzhansky 1950) where homosequential chromosomes from different populations had lower fitness than heterokaryotypes with chromosomes from the same population. The expression data here does not support the conclusion that homosequential AR chromosomes from different populations carry dissimilar transcriptional information. Associative overdominance has also been hypothesized to play a role in the maintenance chromosomal inversion systems (Haldane 1957; Kojima 1967; Nei et al. 1967; Ohta 1971) . Similarly, Kirkpatrick and Barton (2006) explained this apparent case of balancing selection in chromosomal inversion systems with a model of local adaptation where each arrangement harbors recessive deleterious mutations leading to associative overdominance. Here, selection acts against deleterious recessives and prevents any chromosome from completely fixing within a population. However, the AR arrangement exists at near fixation in the Four Corners region of the American Southwest and strong evidence for the accumulation of recessive deleterious mutations on other arrangements has yet to be found. Meanwhile, a model of selection across heterogeneous environments does not require the frequencies of arrangements to be maintained through global overdominance, but predicts that heterokaryotypes are the result of the average heterosis over variable microhabitats. This is similar in theory to a form of balancing selection termed marginal overdominance, where the mean fitness of the heterozygote is greater than either homozygote in a temporal environmentally heterogeneous environment (Wills 1975; Bergland et al. 2014) . Numerical solutions of migration-selection recursions under this model result in a mixture of directional, overdominant, and underdominant selection acting on different arrangements to produce the observed frequencies of chromosomes in particular niches (Schaeffer 2008) .
Our results are consistent with a hypothesis of selection for local adaptation in homokaryotypes, yet the absence of significant differential expression in heterokaryotype comparisons would appear to reject the notion of selection acting directly to maintain transcriptional differences in arrangement heterozygotes. Instead, we find prevalent additive inheritance of gene expression in heterokaryotypes where the level of transcription is intermediate to either homozygous arrangement. If local environments where selection is acting are imagined as optimal fitness gradients instead of abrupt shifts in microhabitats, it is possible to envision a scenario where intermediate levels of transcription are actually favored. This would simultaneously support the local adaptation models of Kirkpatrick and Barton (2006) and the appearance of multiple modes of selection acting to maintain heterokaryotype frequencies. For a particular gene, the optimal level of expression may be low in one local environment and gradually increase across the ecotone to where high expression is favored in a different local environment. If high or low gene expression is controlled by differences in cisregulatory elements, individuals heterozygous for alleles associated with either extreme would have an intermediate level of transcription (Lemos et al. 2008) . Here, selection would appear as directional or underdominant at either end of this fitness gradient and overdominant near the center where the optimal level of expression is intermediate. If heterozygotes are favored in transitional habitats and two or more loci are involved in the local adaptation of homokaryotypes, recombination would break apart these sets of beneficial alleles in the absence of a suppression mechanism, such as chromosomal inversions. Hence, this process may also explain how inversions are initially established across environmental clines.
We find evidence of cis-regulatory differences on Muller C, prevalent additive inheritance of gene expression in heterokaryotypes and the maintenance of transcriptional differences between arrangements, which would support such a model. In this specific case, the level of gene expression is related to fitness and is the target of selection; however, it is possible that other intermediate phenotypes may behave in a similar fashion across environmental clines. Indeed, this phenomenon is termed "bounded hybrid superiority" when describing hybrid zone structure between closely related species and is thought to occur in a variety of systems, including birds and plants (Moore 1977; Arnold 1996 ; Good Figure 5 The location of third chromosome genes classified according to their mode of inheritance. The outermost track depicts larvae, the middle females, and the inner males. The ribbons connecting the AR chromosome to each heterokaryotype represents how the regions map relative to the reference sequence gene order. Abbott and Brennan 2014) . A recent study found extensive additive effects and intermediate expression in hybrids for transcripts that are differentially expressed between two populations of Pacific oyster that differ substantially in water temperature (Sussarellu et al. 2015) . The authors conclude this additivity underlies the invasiveness of hybrids and allows them to persist in environments different from the locally adapted parent populations. Although much more theoretical work is needed to fully formalize this model, and specifically for the case of chromosomal inversions, our results provide empirical support for local adaptation along with additive genetic inheritance in the maintenance of arrangement frequencies in D. pseudoobscura. Future work may also be directed at examining specific environmental interactions on gene expression and the relationship between fitness and the environment to further explore this model. The identity of differentially expressed genes provides valuable clues about the molecular basis for fitness differences.
In this study, we provide evidence that significant transcriptional variation exists among chromosome arrangements. Furthermore, our results support a model of local adaptation across a spatially heterogeneous environment. Although our findings are consistent with selection acting on the indirect effects of chromosomal inversions, we are limited in identifying the specific loci that show evidence of selection at this time. Additional work is needed to determine the loci at the genomic level that show evidence of selection. Furthermore, future functional experiments will be required to identify the molecular basis of adaptive variation at the phenotypic level. Figure S1 : The structure of genetic variation in the RNA-Seq data. A) A principal component analysis (PCA) using called genotypes for transcripts located on Muller C. As expected, individual replicates cluster together within arrangements. B) A PCA performed for genotypes of transcripts located off of Muller C. There is clear separation of individuals based on the balancer strain used to construct the isogenic extraction lines.
